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Abstract:
This paper serves as an exploration of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) for
professionals and researchers investigating neighborhood effects. It begins with a
literature review that explores the MAUP and its relevance to an understanding
neighborhood effects. Next it compares four different approaches to defining
neighborhood boundaries by testing five variables aggregated to those boundaries.
The results show wide variation in aggregated values, in support of claims that the
MAUP exists in neighborhood effects research. The results also demonstrate that
researchers need to be cognizant of the impact of the MAUP on analysis of
neighborhood effects.
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Introduction

This paper serves as an exploration of the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (MAUP) for professionals and researchers investigating
neighborhood effects, and aims to facilitate an understanding of the
relevance of the MAUP to neighborhood effects research. The MAUP exists
when changing the geographic unit of measurement in an analysis affects the
sample composition and changes the observed relationships between the
variables being studied.
There is a growing trend amongst researchers to explore effects on
individual outcomes at smaller scales such as the neighborhood. This trend
should be matched with equal concern over the impact of varying spatial
designations on neighborhood effects analysis. Also, there is an ongoing
debate over whether one’s neighborhood environment ultimately influences
their development. This project does not purport to defend either side of the
neighborhood effects debate. However, this paper recognizes that if
neighborhoods do matter then how we define the spatial boundaries of these
neighborhoods must also matter. This paper intends to visualize the
relevance of the MAUP to theories of neighborhood effects by demonstrating
that the delineation of the neighborhood unit makes a difference in the
characterization of that neighborhood. The long-range goal of this paper is to
make researchers and practitioners more cognizant of the spatial units they
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utilize in analyzing the salience of neighborhood characteristics on individual
outcomes.
This project is significant because it brings to attention a challenge to
spatial analysis that has been scarcely explored in understanding
neighborhood effects. While there is controversy over the influence of
neighborhood effects on socioeconomic outcomes, there is general consensus
on the influence of neighborhood effects on mental heath and behavioral
outcomes (Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003). The analytical challenges
posed by areal units likely account for some of the difficulty in drawing
consistent conclusions from the body of research. If it is true that the
demographic composition of a neighborhood and other characteristics (such
as access to green space, access to physical activity opportunities,
perceptions of danger, etc.) have bearing on the individual outcomes of its
residents, then the manner in which neighborhood areas are delineated
becomes relevant in the study and planning of neighborhood interventions.
The outcome of this project will challenge researchers to consider the impact
of spatial units in the studies they conduct, instead of defaulting to proxies
like census tracts, as has been the common trend.
Most research on neighborhood effects, both experimental and nonexperimental has relied on combinations of survey data and large national
data sets with census-based measures of neighborhood structural or
sociodemographic characteristics (Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003). It is
commonly accepted in the literature that census tracts are poor proxies for
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neighborhood units as experienced by its residents, but, according to Dietz
(2002), there are no studies in the neighborhood effects literature that
examine the effects of differing neighborhood delineations on empirical
investigations.
The existing body of neighborhood effects research almost exclusively
investigates within-neighborhood effects and not those that might exist
among neighborhoods. In studies of within-neighborhood effects, it is
assumed that no interaction occurs among neighborhoods and the
neighborhood possesses no spillover effects (Dietz 2002). If this assumption
holds, then investigating the effects of differing scale and zone designs in
approximating the most appropriate geographic delineation in any given
neighborhood effects study becomes important.
This paper proceeds by first exploring neighborhood effects research
to establish the arguments that are being made about the salience of
neighborhood characteristics on individual outcomes, and the relevance of
spatial context in analyzing these characteristics. Next it explores some of the
challenges inherent in neighborhood effects literature in general, and
specifically as pertains to spatial analysis. Then it utilizes Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) tools to visualize the impact of the MAUP on
identifying neighborhood characteristics. This paper concludes with a
discussion of the implications of the findings for researching neighborhood
effects and recommendations for further research.
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Neighborhood effects and their relevance
What is a neighborhood effect?
There are two main schools of thought regarding neighborhood
effects. The earliest is from the classical Chicago School, which focused on the
structural consequences of urbanization on units of social organization such
as the neighborhood, and prescribed interventions at the neighborhood level.
The second follows from William J. Wilson’s The Truly Disadvantaged (1987),
in which he hypothesizes that living in concentrated poverty would have
negative effects on a range of individual outcomes (Sampson, 2008). The
individual is the main unit of analysis in the latter, and most social inquiry to
date follows from Wilson’s work and has adopted this definition of
neighborhood effects as effects on individual outcomes. Dietz (2002)
provides a more formal definition: “a neighborhood effect is the social
interaction or characteristics of an individual’s neighbors or neighborhood
that influence the behavior or socioeconomic outcome of that individual.”
Following Wilson’s initial foray, neighborhoods have since been
increasingly studied as developmental contexts and have occupied a growing
share of policy debates. The two decades following Wilson’s seminal work
have failed to produce consensus on which neighborhood effects influence
individual outcomes or whether strong enough evidence exists to endorse
these effects at all.
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Theoretical models behind neighborhood effects
There is disagreement around the pathways through which
neighborhood conditions exert their influence over individual outcomes. The
outcomes upon which neighborhood effects are expected depend on which
theory is adopted to describe the interactions between social mechanisms
and various phenomena. For example, social disorganization theory
hypothesizes that concentrated disadvantage, instability, and heterogeneity
leads to diminished adult control over peer groups which in turn influence
gang formation and eventually delinquency (Sampson, 2008, Ainsworth,
2002). Ainsworth (2002) draws the same pathways from social
disorganization theory, but adds that the prevalence of delinquency, the
weakening of basic institutions and the lack of social control result in higher
rates of educational failure. He goes on to draw connections between low
rates of educational attainment and decreased social mobility and quality of
life. Further support for social disorganization theory is found in Caughly et
al. (2007), in which they argue for the contribution of concentrated poverty,
population instability and exposure to extreme or chronic crime on the
cognitive development of African-American youth. The strength of the
findings from Moving to Opportunity (MTO) that link risky behavior and
mental health outcomes to the neighborhood context lend validity to social
disorganization theory.
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Dietz (2002) acknowledges four sociological models that attempt to
explain the mechanisms through which neighborhood contexts can influence
individual outcomes: contagion theory, the collective socialization model,
competition theory and relative deprivation theory. Contagion theory
investigates peer influences that are responsible for the spread of social ills.
The collective socialization model is similar to contagion theory in that it
examines the spread of socially positive behaviors due to an individual’s
interactions with role models or community networks. Competition theory
views neighborhood resources as a zero-sum game and argues that the
existence of social or economic “winners” is detrimental to other individuals
in the neighborhood, who are implicitly “losers.” Relative deprivation theory
flows from competition theory and argues that the existence of social or
economic “winners” leave the “losers” feeling resentful and insecure,
beginning a downward spiral of continued poor performance in the future.
Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn (2000) offer three main models from the
developmental literature to explain the mechanisms through which
neighborhoods effect individual outcomes. These models are complimentary
and not presented as mutually exclusive. The explanatory power of any one
particular model is dependent on the specific outcome and age group being
studied. The Institutional Resources model argues that neighborhood
influences operate by means of the quantity, quality and diversity of learning,
recreational, social, educational, health and employment resources in the
community. The Relationships and Ties model identifies the family as a
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potential mechanism for neighborhood effects. It highlights parental
attributes and behavior, social networks, and characteristics of the home
environment as relevant variables. For example, Sampson (1997) suggests
that the breakdown of social cohesion affects child development by reducing
levels of nurturing and supportive parenting in the family. Lastly, the Norms
and collective efficacy model hypothesizes that neighborhood effects exist
through social institutions in the community and the degree to which they
monitor and control resident behavior according to socially accepted
preferences and the goal of maintaining public order. In this model,
neighborhood structural and demographic characteristics influence family
and individual outcomes by altering levels of social cohesion and informal
control. This model includes influences such as peer groups and physical
threats in the neighborhood such as crime and violence.

Studying Neighborhood Effects
There have been two main approaches adopted to study
neighborhood effects: randomized experiments and non-random
observational studies—including studies using advanced statistical models
and longitudinal studies. Both methods lend some support to the existence of
neighborhood effects but not without some degree of controversy (Levanthal
and Brooks-Gunn, 2003).
Most neighborhood research is non-experimental and has combined
data collected on children and families, often from large national data sets
7

with census-based measures of neighborhood structural or socioeconomic
characteristics. Evidence from non-experimental studies find small to
moderate associations between neighborhood characteristics and child
development outcomes. These studies find that children and adolescents
living in high-income neighborhoods have higher cognitive abilities and
levels of school achievement than their middle-income counterparts.
Furthermore, they suggest that children and adolescents in low-income
neighborhoods suffer greater mental and physical health problems than
those living in middle-income neighborhoods. Lastly, adolescents in lowsocioeconomic status (SES) neighborhoods have also been shown to be more
prone to criminal and delinquent behavior, and unfavorable sexual and
family outcomes (Datcher, 1982; Corcoran et al, 1992; Levanthal and BrooksGunn, 2003; Bradley and Corwyn, 2002)).
Despite yielding fairly consistent findings, the results from these nonexperimental studies were severely criticized on the grounds that they were
susceptible to the influence of exogenous variables and the effects of
selection bias. Bradley and Corwyn (2002) critique the continued interest in
SES as a global construct in observational studies. Bradley and Corwyn point
out that (1) children’s experience vary within each SES level, (2) the link
between SES and individual outcomes vary as a function of culture and
geography, and (3) the link between SES and individual outcomes can be
broken by external catastrophe and internal strife. Dietz (2002) offers a
sharp critique of some of the early observational studies on neighborhood
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effects by arguing that these early researchers had not considered three
major complications in estimating the significance of neighborhood effects.
The first two concerns, endogenous and omitted independent variables, lead
to biased parameter estimates. Biased parameter estimates result in the
possibility that observed relationships may in fact be due to unobserved
variables.
Experimental and quasi-experimental studies would best contend
with issues of selection bias by randomly assigning families to live in certain
neighborhoods. Such experimental studies were made possible by the
inception of housing programs such as the Gaureaux Program in Chicago and
the Moving to Opportunity Program (MTO) initiated by HUD in 1994
(Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003). These programs randomly selected
families and offered them assistance in relocating from public housing
projects to lower-poverty neighborhoods.

Evidence in Support of the Existence of Neighborhood Effects
Analysis of the results from the Gautreaux experiment found larger
neighborhood effects than non-experimental research. The Gautreaux
program placed families in economically and racially diverse neighborhoods
in ways that were largely out of the families’ control. While Gautreaux lacks a
control group, its quasi-experimental design addresses in part the selection
bias that plagued previous observational studies (Mendenhall, Deluca and
Duncan, 2006). The results of the Gautreaux experiment lend evidence to the
9

existence of linkages between neighborhood characteristics and economic
outcomes. Popkin et al (1993) finds that women who were placed in the
suburbs experienced higher employment rates than those who were placed
in the city. Similarly, Rosenbaum and Deluca (2000) identify a significant
relationship between welfare receipt and suburban placement, finding that
the more educated the residents in a placement area, the less welfare was
received by program participants in that area.
The evidence from the MTO experiment in support of neighborhood
effects reveals that children who moved to low-poverty neighborhoods had
higher educational attainment, superior mental and physical health, and
fewer instances of criminal and delinquent behavior than those who
remained in high-poverty neighborhoods. The neighborhood effects found in
these studies were large in general, but particularly large for boys over girls
and for children who moved to low-poverty as opposed to moderate-poverty
neighborhoods (Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003b). Significant positive
effects were found for adult mental health, education, and physical and
mental health and risky behaviors for young females (Sampson 2008;
Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003b). King et al. (2005) find positive
associations between relocation to low-poverty areas and youth delinquent
behavior. In females, relocation reduces arrests for violent and property
crimes. However, for males the decrease in violent crime in the short run is
accompanied by increased delinquent behavior and property crime arrests.
King et al. (2005) attribute this difference in gender outcomes to differences
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in how males and female youth from disadvantaged backgrounds respond to
new environments. There was less evidence of neighborhood effects on
adult economic self-sufficiency or physical health. Moreover, this evidence,
particularly regarding neighborhood effects on economic outcomes, has been
subject to scrutiny and criticism. The results of the MTO experiment have
been more contentious. There is still significant debate over how to best
interpret the data. The core disagreement is over the proper analytical
approach to neighborhood selection in an experimental design and the
strength of the MTO design itself (Sampson, 2008).
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The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

Results from neighborhood effects research have been inconsistent.
This inconsistency has been frequently attributed to methodological
challenges around sampling, selection bias and overall study design that have
been addressed at length in the literature (Clampet-Lindquist and Massey,
2008; Ludwig et al, 2008; Sampson, 2008). Less attention has been offered to
the methodological challenges associated with analyzing neighborhood
effects in a spatial context. Furthermore, since neighborhoods are inherently
spatial constructs, the neighborhood effects literature would be incomplete
without exploring the challenges inherent in studying neighborhood effects
in the spatial context. Of particular importance in spatial analysis, are the
challenges associated with the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP). Most
of the previously cited studies on neighborhood effects have defaulted to
census geographies as the preferred geographic units of analysis. However,
there is little evidence that justifies the selection of census geographies as
accurate or appropriate proxies for neighborhood units. This paper identifies
that understanding the implications of utilizing inappropriate geographic
unit of measurement in spatial analysis is relevant because of the existence of
the MAUP.
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What is the MAUP?
The modifiable area unit problem (MAUP) exists when changing the
geographic unit of measurement affects the sample composition and changes
the observed relationships between the variables being studied (Foster and
Hipp, 2011).
The MAUP pertains to the sensitivity of analytical results to the
subjectively defined and modifiable areal units from which data are reported
and measures derived (Zhang and Kukadia, 2005). The fact that these areal
units can be aggregated to form larger units or rearranged to form different
spatial compositions, leads to two separate but interrelated issues that can
result in spurious conclusions from spatial data analysis. A scale effect exists
when differing spatial aggregation schemes changes the size of the spatial
units of measure. That is, it occurs when the same set of areal units are
aggregated into increasingly larger areal units of analysis. The zoning effect
exists when a set of areal units are recombined into different zones of the
same size but located differently. For any number of zones there are
numerous ways of defining the boundaries of these zones. The zoning effect
occurs when changes to the unit boundaries and shape generate different
analytic results (Amrhein, 1995; Openshaw, 1984; Openshaw and Alvandies,
1999; Mitra and Buliung, 2012).
The interplay between scale and zoning effects is complex because
either can vary in weight due to the scale of the spatial processes being
analyzed (Parenteau and Sawada, 2011; Jelinski and Wu, 1996). Consider the
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simple example offered in Figure 1, where (a) shows individual household
size, and (b-f) show average household size when aggregated into different
zone and scale configurations. Figure 1 (a-c) summarizes the scale effect of
the MAUP, Figure 1(d-f) show what happens to the data under different
zoning schemes. Areal data from neighboring geographic units have been
aggregated to show that the variance declines with increasing aggregation,
even though the mean stays constant. This smoothing effect resulting from
the process of aggregation can mask or distort variation and heterogeneity
that might otherwise be obvious at another scale. In Figure 1(d-f), areal data
has been aggregated in zones of varying configurations. Comparing parts (d)
and (e), again the mean stays constant but the variance changes substantially
as a function of location. Even when the number of zones is held constant, as
with parts (c-f) where N=4, the variance is still affected.
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Figure 1 A simple example showing the scale (a-c) and zone effects (d-f) of the modifiable areal unit problem. (a) shows
individual household size, (b-f) are aggregations of that data. (b) and (c) show what happens to the data at larger scales,
(d-f) show what happens to the data under different zoning schemes.
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Openshaw (1976) offers a more detailed example of the MAUP in his
description of an empirical study of the spatial association between variables
describing house-type period characteristics. The data describes the number
of houses belonging to each of six architectural-period categories, and
consists of 1219 100-meter grid cells. The 100-meter grid cells were
aggregated to form 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900-meter and 1
kilometer cells. At each scale, there are a number of aggregation schemes that
can be utilized—for example, there are 25 distinct 500-meter by 500-meter
matrices. The effects of different scales and of different aggregations to the
same scale on the linear correlation between the number of early-Victorian
and mid-Victorian houses in each grid are shown in Table 1. The product
moment correlation coefficient is non-zero at each scale, and the mean
product moment coefficient associated with the aggregation effects
consistently increases in magnitude for each scale. The table shows that the
results obtained from this study of spatial data are not independent of the
scale and aggregation effects implicit in the choice of zonal boundaries.
Table 1: Scale and aggregation effects of the product moment correlation coefficient between early-Victorian and
mid-Victorian homes1
Scale effects
Size of matrix
100 m
200 m
300 m
400 m
500 m
600 m
700 m
800 m
900 m
1000 m

Aggregation effects
r
0.080
0.212
0.432
0.286
0.552
0.459
0.200
0.568
0.669
0.736

mean r
—
0.315
0.438
0.478
0.494
0.523
0.572
0.582
0.605
0.626

Std r
—
0.112
0.069
0.113
0.165
0.163
0.182
0.184
0.197
0.201

1 r is the product moment coefficient; mean r is the mean value of r for alternative aggregations; std r is the
standard deviation of r in the alternative aggregations (Openshaw 1976)
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Studying the MAUP
Previous studies in the geographic literature, where the basic areal
units vary in size and shape corresponding to administrative and political
boundaries, offer evidence of the existence of scale and zoning effects.
Fotheringham and Wong (1991) showed that the MAUP carried implications
for multivariate statistical analysis and spatial interaction models since
model calibrations were sensitive to variations in scale and zone systems. A
study on the effects of the MAUP, by Openshaw and Taylor (1979), conducted
three related experiments under different spatial and statistical conditions.
This study found that a range of correlations can be achieved by adjusting the
scale and zoning strategies. This outcome supports the results of earlier
studies on aggregation effects (Gehlke and Biehl 1934; Yule and Kendall
1950; Robinson 1950). However, Wooldredge (2002), in a study of
neighborhood crime in Cincinnati, finds that both census tracts and officially
defined city neighborhoods generate the same substantive findings at the
aggregate and individual levels of analysis.
The MAUP impacts univariate and multivariate analysis because
indicators that interact with each other can develop different patterns of
interactions when these linkages are viewed from different scales (Swift et al,
2008). Therefore, the study of neighborhood effects, which analyzes the
relationship between multiple indicators and given outcomes, is particularly
susceptible to the MAUP effects. However, modifiable areal units are
problematic only if they are arbitrary. If there is a hypothesis about the
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linkages between neighborhood indicators and the outcomes being
investigated, then the areal units should be defined according to that
hypothesis (Haynes et al , 2007; Viegas and Martinez, 2008). However,
Openshaw (1976) suggests that the reality is that most zone design
procedures have little or no theoretical linkages and are anchored mainly to
convenience and available data. So, while it is generally understood that
census tracts are poor proxies for neighborhoods, the relationship between
the choice of zones and the study results are seldom investigated in the
neighborhood effects literature. This lends validity to this paper’s stance that
researchers need be more thoughtful about the neighborhood boundaries
they utilize in their analysis of neighborhood effects.

Solutions
The MAUP cannot be “solved” per se. Ideally, zones would be selected
at a particular scale to isolate a particular spatial pattern. However, in many
cases, there is insufficient understanding of the spatial phenomena under
investigation to precisely determine scale or aggregation needed.
Nonetheless, the literature offers methodologies to contend with its potential
influence on the results of spatial analysis.
In a review of proposed solutions to the MAUP in the geography
literature, Dark and Bram (2007) highlight some options that have grown
from Openshaw’s initial offerings. These approaches range from ignoring the
problem altogether to a methodology that calls for inverting the normal
18

science paradigm. The first solution, that researchers ignore the problem
outright and hope that the outcome of the research is still significant, is likely
the most popular because of the degree of difficulty in calculating MAUP
effects. The obvious downfall here is that while study results may appear
significant, these results may be significant and inaccurate due to the MAUP.
The second suggests that using the appropriate spatial scale of analysis may
mitigate the impact of the MAUP. However, identifying the appropriate
spatial scale of analysis is a complicated and unresolved challenge. A third
solution proposes a methodology that defines geographically meaningful
spatial units based on a hypothesis of the expected results of the analysis.
While contrary to the normal scientific paradigm, it is argued that since the
initial unit design of a project is subjective and adjustable, shaping the
project to produce a predicted outcome is perfectly acceptable and plausible.
In this scenario, if the statistical assumptions or geographical factors are
violated, then the hypothesis must be rejected, the theory would be
confirmed and the MAUP avoided.
Fotheringham, (1989) suggests more intensive and comprehensive
solutions that illuminate project data and design. He suggests using fractal
dimension analysis and spatial autocorrelation to identify which variables
and relationships become unpredictable with changes to scale, and at which
scales they become unpredictable. However, while comprehensive and likely
to yield the most accurate assessment of MAUP effects, these strategies are
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exceedingly time-consuming and impractical for studies with large datasets
and numerous variables (Dark and Bram, 2007).
Others more generally focus on careful choices of scale area unit
definitions in discussing their approaches to dealing with the MAUP. Zhang
and Kukadia (2005) acknowledge that there is no method to completely
avoid the MAUP in studies where data aggregation is involved, but suggest
three approaches to dealing with the problem. First they suggest, that since
the MAUP arises from aggregated data, researchers should attempt to use
disaggregated data whenever possible. However, disaggregated data is not
always available due to the nature of the variables being measured or due to
technical or legal limitations. Secondly, they suggest that attention should be
paid to behavioral considerations and justification for a specific variable in
selecting specific scale and areal unit definitions. They argue that the
interaction between human behavior and environment likely involve
different processes at different spatial scales. Therefore, some variables, such
as population density, behave consistently across different aggregations, and
the scale effect on these variables can be justified. However, others, such as
land use balance, perform with less stability across different aggregations. In
this case, researchers should be more careful in selecting a scale at which to
study the latter.
To address the more difficult zonal effect of the MAUP, Zhang and
Kukadia (2005) recommend more research on the spatial extent to which
people interact with their physical environment and each other. They
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acknowledge the importance of defining neighborhoods conceptually and
spatially, arguing that once a spatial unit is behaviorally defined, its
boundaries become non-modifiable. With non-modifiable boundaries, the
MAUP no longer exists.
It is likely that because the data and the tools to deal with MAUP
effects were not available, researchers in the past opted for Openshaw’s
recommended solution of ignoring the MAUP and hoping for statistically
significant results. However, digital cartographic data and GIS tools now
allow researchers to develop optimal zoning systems for applications such as
boundary delineations and areal interpolation. Zone design systems have
been developed that allow data analysts to re-aggregate data into new sets of
regions that are independent of the original collection boundaries.
One proposed approach identifies and analyzes all individual entities
in a project to avoid the MAUP entirely, then using sensitivity analysis to
determine how sensitive the different entities are to changes in scale and
zone configurations (Jelinski and WU, 1996). Other solutions focus on the use
of sensitivity analysis to assess MAUP effects by changing the zoning systems
and re-conducting the analysis to determine whether certain variables and
relationships are sensitive to these changes (Zhang and Kukadia, 2005; Dark
and Bram, 2007; Viegas and Martinez, 2008). Yue (1991) offers one example
of sensitivity analysis where spatial autocorrelations were recompiled at
multiple map resolutions to assess aggregation effects. Spatial
autocorrelation refers to the existence of a systematic pattern in the spatial
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distribution of a variable. Viegas and Martinez (2008) perform sensitivity
analysis by using grids of different dimensions to assess MAUP scale effects
on traffic demand modeling. Other uses of sensitivity analysis to assess
MAUP effects include the development of a general statistic to measure
aggregation effects and the development of a technique to conduct scaledependent analysis of variance (Viegas and Martinez, 2008). It has been
suggested that the use of census geographies as neighborhood proxies might
be less problematic if alternative measures were available to gauge the
sensitivity of these geographies to MAUP effects (Parenteau and Sawada,
2011; Lee et al, 2008).

Conclusions
There is extensive coverage in the geography literature on the
potential sensitivity of analytical results to the geographical definition of
spatial units. Furthermore, some research has investigated the scale and
zoning effects of different built environment metrics on transportation
relationships and has found support for the influence of scale and zone
effects (Zhang and Kukadia, 2005; Berke et al. 2007; Duncan et al. 2010).
However, there has been less attention paid to how the MAUP may affect the
analysis of empirical research on the existence of neighborhood effects on
socioeconomic and behavioral outcomes. Without appropriate neighborhood
delineations, the MAUP challenges the ability of researchers to draw accurate
policy-relevant conclusions about the outcomes of neighborhood-level
22

interventions. Given the magnitude of the push towards attributing variance
in individual outcomes to neighborhood effects, the need for additional
research on the impact of varying spatial designations on neighborhood
effects analysis is paramount.
Decisions about how to size and shape areal units are not trivial; given
the consequences they can have on the creation of statistical and geographic
errors (Viegas and Martinez, 2008). However, even with the numerous
options suggested, there is no comprehensive solution that easily and
accurately quantifies the effects of the MAUP (Dark and Bram, 2007). While,
establishing one universal approach to constructing neighborhood
boundaries is unlikely, researchers and policymakers should be cognizant of
the impact of spatial delineations on any effort to attribute variance in
individual outcomes to neighborhood effects. Illustrating the existence and
effects of the MAUP will highlight the need for researchers to draw more
thoughtful spatial units as they explore possible relationships between
neighborhood context and individual outcomes. Drawing thoughtful spatial
units likely begins with an understanding of the conceptual and operational
definitions of neighborhood.
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Defining the neighborhood
Conceptual definitions of neighborhood
There are varying definitions of neighborhood as a construct, and
varying methods of defining neighborhood boundaries that have been
explored in the literature. It has been difficult to draw policy-relevant
conclusions from the body of neighborhood research because the term
“neighborhood” has been used crudely and inconsistently, with convenience
taking precedence over appropriateness. For example, a neighborhood
spatially defined by census tract designations will likely bare little
resemblance to the neighborhood parameters as experienced by its
residents.
A conceptual definition of neighborhood begins with the distinction
between neighborhood as environment (space) and neighborhood as place.
The environment is a list of characteristics that have been externally
observed. Place is the individual’s or group’s relationship to an environment,
and results from their lived experience of that environment over time
(Nicotera, 2007). This distinction is made to illustrate the idea that effective
conceptualizations of neighborhood utilize the two in tandem. Defining
neighborhood strictly as space misses the cultural contexts and spatial
histories of the residents. Defining neighborhood only as place does not
capture the structural characteristics that inform resident experience.
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Chaskin (1997) effectively captures this duality by defining
neighborhoods as geographically bound units in which the residents share
proximity and social, functional, cultural and/or circumstantial connections
within that proximity. Other conceptualizations of neighborhood are highly
congruent in that they emphasize the relevance of this interaction between
space and place. For example, Wachs (1999) identifies neighborhoods as
multidimensional entities that encompass subjective and objective
components, and distal and proximal processes. Furthermore, Gephart
(1997) notes that the strongest linkages between neighborhoods and
individual outcomes are found with measurements that combine objective
characteristics and the subjective characterizations of the perceived
neighborhood.

Neighborhood boundaries
Research on neighborhood boundaries occupies two spheres: one
perceives neighborhoods as discrete entities, and the other perceives them
as non-discrete. The first sphere identifies neighborhoods as naturally
segregated localities with similar sentiments, traditions and histories. These
discrete, non-overlapping communities are formed naturally as a result of
free market competition between individuals for efficient locations (Guo and
Bhat, 2007). The second set of perspectives view neighborhoods as fluid and
potentially overlapping entities. Sutles (1972) argues that instead of distinct
areas of a city, neighborhoods are best thought of as a hierarchy of four
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ecological groupings: local markets and the face block, defending
neighborhoods, communities of limited liability and expanded communities
of limited liability. Sutles also argues that in addition to the free market,
outsiders—external commercial or governmental interests, impose some
influence on neighborhood identities and their boundaries (as is the case
with the last two ecological groupings).
Galster (2001) defines neighborhoods as community commodities
composed of various attributes, which are consumed by their producers.
Galster advances the thinking on neighborhoods as non-discrete entities by
suggesting that these different attributes can be analyzed at different
geospatial scales. The concept of sliding neighborhoods encourages
multilevel analyses of neighborhoods by arguing that fixed neighborhood
boundaries cannot accurately define an urban area because individual’s can
develop multiple neighborhood memberships (to church, school or to
residential neighbors, for example). These memberships and individuals’
perceptions of these memberships can change over time and can be
influenced by factors such as race, age and gender (Guo and Bhat, 2007).

Strategies for determining operational definitions of neighborhood
There is an argument about the best approaches to delineating an
operational definition of neighborhood, but there is not enough empirical
data to resolve this conclusively. The following is a brief review of some of
the methods and approaches that have been suggested in the literature.
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Determining an operational definition of a neighborhood requires defining a
neighborhood unit according to that area’s characteristics. Strategies for
determining neighborhood characteristics fall under two approaches:
utilizing administrative data or utilizing ethnographic data. These two
categories can be further divided into four distinct groupings: social and
economic composition in the administrative category, and social processes
and physical composition/resources in the ethnographic (Nicotera, 2007;
Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2000). Neighborhood boundaries can be drawn
from both approaches. Sources of administrative boundaries include census
data, police and school districts, local planning districts or zip code areas.
Neighborhood boundaries drawn form ethnographic accounts can emerge
from systematic social observations, community surveys, neighborhood
rating scales, interviews, written descriptions and cognitive maps (Nicotera,
2007; Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn, 2000).
Theoretical definitions of neighborhood boundaries utilize
conceptually oriented analysis that can draw neighborhood characteristics
from any combination of the aforementioned distinct groupings. The chosen
characteristics acquire their relevance from the specific theory (Levanthal
and Brooks-Gunn, 2000). These theoretical approaches often rely on census
data because it offers several advantages. Census tracts follow visible
geographic boundaries, incorporate prominent physical features and social
and ethnic divisions, and are delineated by local committees to be relatively
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homogeneous in regards to demographics and economics (Levanthal and
Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Foster and Hipp, 2011).
There is a recent trend in the public health research of utilizing
buffers around participants’ homes as proxies for neighborhoods. A buffer
zone is a specific spatial area in which an address can be georeferenced and
an enclosed region of a set distance drawn around. Buffers often correspond
with traveling distances. One rationale for selecting these geographies is that
they correspond with easy walking or convenient driving distances.
Commonly used distances for creating these buffers can range from 0.25 to 5
miles depending on the spatial phenomena being studied (Colabianchi, et al,
2007).

Concerns with these strategies
Each approach has inherent shortcomings and opportunities for
improvement that have been identified in the literature. The greatest
attention has been afforded to the use of census data. It is no coincidence that
predefined boundaries, such as census geographies that are consistent with
sociodemographic data from secondary (administrative) sources, are so
prevalent in neighborhood research. Predefined boundaries are desirable
because they are easily identifiable, replicable, contain large amounts of data
on the sociodemographic indicators most relevant to neighborhood research
and offer the ability to aggregate other secondary data into units of census
geography (Coulton et al, 2001; Weiss et al, 2007). However, there are two
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prominent shortcomings of predefined boundaries drawn from
administrative data. The first concerns possible inconsistencies with
contemporary settlement patterns and resident perceptions of neighborhood
boundaries. The second concerns the potential to obscure within-group
variance that may be obvious at smaller scales, and is especially likely if these
units are too large as is often the case with the use of census tracts (Coulton
et al, 2001; Weiss et al, 2007; Caughty et al, 2007; Guo and Baht, 2007;
Nicotera, 2007).
Foster and Hipp (2011) observe that inaccurately specified
boundaries will lead to unexpected variance within the group and limited
variance between the group in any given sample. Increased within-group
variance results in increased measurement error, and decreased withingroup variance might show little difference within groups, and yield spurious
null results. Foster and Hipp (2011) propose adopting “a method of defining
neighborhood boundaries that respect the natural organization of social
interactions fostered through geographic place.” This method combines
georeferenced census data with Grannin’s (1998) Tertiary Communities
framework to highlight how a geographic information system improves the
specification of neighborhood boundaries and enhances estimates of
community effects.
Weiss et al (2007) goes on to express concern over the preservation
of consistency with census data so that sociodemographic and other publicly
available data can be incorporated into analysis. Boundaries drawn from
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direct observation and other ethnographic data are offered as an alternative,
but criticized for being subjective, inconsistent (internally and in relation to
secondary source data) and labor-intensive. Weiss and colleagues address
both critiques by offering an alternative methodology that supplements he
analytical shortcomings of predefined administrative boundaries with
reviews of land-use data and systematic street-level observations.
In addition to the spatial concerns raised with over-reliance on census
data (Coulton et al, 2001; Weiss et al, 2007; Caughty et al, 2007; Guo and
Baht, 2007; Nicotera, 2007), there is a more subtle statistical concern
associated with the advent of the American Community Survey (ACS) and
changes in U.S. Census Bureau methodologies for collecting and
disseminating socioeconomic data. The American Community Survey is a
continuous survey of U.S. households and has replaced the traditional
decennial census long form survey as the primary mechanism for measuring
population characteristics at county and smaller levels. The 2010 Census was
the first census since 1930 not to include a long form survey.
One of the goals in developing the ACS was to maintain some
consistency, in terms of subject matter, with historical census data. However,
a fundamental methodological difference between the ACS and the decennial
census has widespread implications on the interpretation of the data from a
research standpoint. Unlike its predecessor, the ACS is administered as a
continuous, rolling sample of U.S. households that is produced by pooling
monthly samples for 1-year, 3-year, or 5-year periods. Furthermore, the ACS
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has a lower sampling rate than the long form survey and uses annual
population and housing estimates as control weights for sample data
obtained in any given year and not actual housing unit and population
counts. The final ACS products present estimates describing the average
characteristics for 1-year, 3-year, or 5-year periods. Also, the ACS sampling
rate is lower than the sampling rate used for the decennial census long form
survey. As a result, the ACS data has higher associated margins of error than
its decennial predecessor. This margin of error increases as the size of the
geographic unit decreases. The warning stands then, that while researchers
might be tempted to transition from census tracts to block groups to conduct
analysis at higher resolutions, the margins of error from ACS data at the
block group level is often too large to hold much statistical reliability or
predictive power.
Coulton et al (2001) observe that neighborhood boundaries that
consider residents’ perceptions would provide spatial units that are more
meaningful, relevant and representative of the neighborhood construct. They
identify residents’ maps or boundary definitions as a viable method of
incorporating residents’ perceptions in studies of neighborhood salience and
quality. However, they go on to observe that no methodology has been
offered to make this approach feasible in large-scale neighborhood research.
Much of the public health literature acknowledges the lack of
empirical data to support the selection of any particular distances for buffer
zones. For example, where correspondence with easy walking or convenient
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driving distances have been offered as a rationale for selecting these
geographies, little empirical research has been conducted on establishing a
method for defining an easy walking or convenient driving distance
(Colabianchi et al, 2007). Colabianchi and colleagues respond by developing
a method around direct surveys and multivariate linear regressions to
explicitly examine participants’ perceptions of easy walking and driving
distances.
Despite the debate over the exact nature and potency of the effects of
neighborhood structure on the outcomes of its residents, there is some
consensus around the relevance of neighborhood effects on individual
socioeconomic and behavioral outcomes. If neighborhood effects are in fact
relevant, then the way researchers and policymakers delineate neighborhood
boundaries in studying, designing and implementing policy must also be
relevant. The existing body of neighborhood research almost exclusively
investigates within-neighborhood effects and not those that might exist
across neighborhoods (Dietz, 2002, Sampson, 2008). In studies of within
neighborhood effects, it is assumed that no interaction occurs among
neighborhoods and that the neighborhood possesses no spillover effects.
Dissenters, such as Caughly et al. (2007), argue against studying
neighborhoods in isolation. They hypothesize that spillover effects do exist,
that more distal neighborhoods can affect the proximal neighborhood and
impact the individual’s development. With either assumption, approximating
the most appropriate geographic delineation for any given neighborhood
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study remains paramount. Nonetheless, according to Dietz (2002), there are
no studies in the neighborhood effects literature that examines the effects of
differing neighborhood delineations on empirical investigations.
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Relevance of this paper to the neighborhood effects literature
The majority of the studies in the neighborhood effects literature have
utilized a combination of administrative and ethnographic approaches to
delineating neighborhood boundaries. More recently, the trend has turned to
the use of buffer zones and other statistically generated approaches. While
the literature acknowledges the challenges in effectively delineating
neighborhood boundaries, and offers several combinations of objective and
subjective approaches, less attention has been paid to the influence different
neighborhood delineations can have on the empirical results from studies of
spatial phenomena in a study area. This paper intends to add to the
neighborhood literature, not by arguing in favor or against the influence of
neighborhood effects, but by using a demonstration of the modifiable areal
unit problem (MAUP) to highlight the importance of considering appropriate
theoretically-relevant spatial units in studying neighborhood effects.
This paper introduces the MAUP and its place in the neighborhood
effects literature by hypothesizing that utilizing different neighborhood
boundaries to analyze a given area will yield significantly different
characterizations for that area. Commonly in neighborhood effects research,
individuals are identified within a neighborhood area, are assigned
socioeconomic or other characteristics from that area, and included in a
bivariate or multivariate models in an attempt to understand how much
variance in some given individual outcome can be attributed to
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neighborhood characteristics. Some examples from the public health and
walkability literature use a combination of census tracts and block groups
and linked respondent data from the Stanford Heart Disease Prevention
Program to census-defined neighborhoods (Lee et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2007). Others similarly link participants to geographies by drawing
participants from nonadjacent tracts or from clusters of contiguous block
groups (Saelens et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2006). The methods adopted in this
paper reflect this approach and attempt to identify the MAUP in this process.
Neighborhood-level analysis is intended to allow researchers to
empirically attribute variance in individual outcomes to the individual or to
the neighborhood context. However, various neighborhood delineations can
result in significantly different definitions of the neighborhood context. The
consequences of the MAUP suggest that if the neighborhood context is
improperly defined from the onset, then it is likely that any analysis of the
relevance of the neighborhood context to individual outcomes will yield
spurious results. If neighborhood characteristics impact the development of
individual outcomes, then the existence of the MAUP implies that the
methods used to construct neighborhoods as spatial units influence our
understanding of the interactions between neighborhood characteristics and
individual outcomes.
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Methodology
This paper set out to understand whether, and to what extent, the way
neighborhoods are defined influences how theorized neighborhood effects
are observed and analyzed. However, because they are simultaneously
objective and subjective, spatially distinct and malleable in perception,
definitions of neighborhoods and their boundaries have been inconsistent at
best. Nonetheless, how researchers define neighborhoods matter because the
effects of the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) can skew empirical data
in the debate over the existence of neighborhood effects. Thus, it is critical to
understand how scale and zone effects influence empirical analysis in
neighborhood effects literature. This paper is limited in scope to an
illustration of the MAUP and exploration of its potential implications on
neighborhood effects literature, and does not contain a detailed analysis of
neighborhood effects themselves. The influence of the MAUP will be
illustrated by observing the effects of differing spatial delineations on the
classification of neighborhood characteristics. Illustrating the effects of the
MAUP will highlight the need for researchers to draw more thoughtful spatial
units as they explore the neighborhood context.
Using the City of Boston as a demonstration, the following steps were
taken to illustrate the existence and existence of the MAUP. The work was
done using ArcGIS (a geographic information system – GIS – software), and
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GIS data layers from the City of Boston as well as original data layers. These
were the general steps, which are described later in detail. First, I defined
four different neighborhood boundaries and then developed five indicator
variables for these neighborhoods. In addition, I generated a random set of
points representing “research participants” across the study area and
assigned to them the attributes of the neighborhood boundaries in which
they fell. From here, I aggregated the data by neighborhood boundary for the
five variables. Using census tracts values as a baseline, I observed how much
these aggregated values differed. I conducted a similar comparison with the
research participant data points.

Neighborhood Boundaries
This paper identifies four distinct configurations of spatial units or
“neighborhoods.” The first two are represented by two sets of administrative
boundaries—tracts in Suffolk County from the 2010 US Census, and the
Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) Planning Districts. The choice of
Census geographies is compelled by their popularity in the neighborhood
effects literature as the most ubiquitous definition of neighborhood
boundaries. It is necessary to note that census tracts are sized to reflect a
certain population range, and so are smaller in more densely populated
areas.
I am utilizing administrative boundaries from the BRA because they
represent established community areas with relatively distinct borders that
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correspond with socially meaningful and natural geographic boundaries.
While some of the Planning District boundaries have been adjusted over time
and are not fully representative of residents’ perceptions of their
neighborhoods, they are nonetheless generally recognized and adopted by
municipal agencies, local institutions and residents. It is necessary to note
that the Planning Districts are relatively large spatial units that include
different land uses, so each would encompass a commercial center and
extensive residential areas.
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Neighborhood Boundaries
Census Tracts
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Neighborhood Boundaries
Planning Districts, Boston Redevelopment
Authority
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The third uses Thiessen Polygons to generate a “natural”
neighborhood around an institutional resource, in this case public schools.
Thiessen polygons are auto-generated regions around a set of specified
points, known as sites. For each site, a corresponding region is created that
contains all points that are closer to that site than to any other. The decision
to utilize public schools as the sites for generating the Thiessen polygons
follows from the Institutional Resources model, which argues that
neighborhood influences operate by means of the quantity, quality and
diversity of learning, recreational, social, educational, health and
employment resources in the community (Levanthal and Brooks-Gunn,
2000). It is necessary to note that these units are not representative of actual
school zones. However, they will also reflect population density to a degree.
The fourth are grid areal units based on a fishnet technique
resembling that used by Zhang and Kukadia (2005), which divides the study
area into 1/2-mile grids. The cell sizes for the grids in the fishnet technique
were selected to be comparable in size to the average census tracts in Suffolk
County. Aggregating the study data into the different configurations of
spatial units permit an exploration of the scale effect, while aggregating the
data via the fishnet technique permits an exploration of potential zoning
effects. It is necessary to note that the grid areal units are distributed
uniformly across the study area and unaffected by population density.
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Neighborhood Boundaries
Thiessen Polygons
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Neighborhood Boundaries
Grid Areal Units
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Neighborhood Indicator Variables
The indicators of interest are average land value per square-foot,
average structure value per gross area (square feet) of the structure, average
distance from open space, average distance from an MBTA train station and
average business revenue. There were two main concerns guiding the
selection of variables in this paper.
The practical motivation was the need to have variables that sourced
from 100% datasets. A 100% dataset would be one that represents the entire
population as opposed to a sample of the population. To perceive the effects
of differing zone designs and scales on analysis of a study area, it is necessary
that the information being analyzed be available for the entire population
within the study area. For example, data from the American Community
Survey would not meet this requirement since it represents a sample of the
full population data. Parcel data from the Assessor’s Database was chosen as
the primary data source because it contains information for every parcel in
the Boston Area. Furthermore, it includes information that is relevant to
understanding the urban fabric of the region, and thus, also potentially
relevant to the neighborhood effects discussion. The variables “land value
per square foot” and “structure value per gross area of structure” were
calculated from the Assessor’s database. The third variable “business
revenue” was obtained from Reference USA and is representative of all the
businesses in the Greater Boston Area. The remaining variables “distance
from open space” and “distance from MBTA train station” were calculated in
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ArcGIS using a spatial analysis tool called Euclidean Distance. The process
involves overlaying raster cells across the study area and calculating the
distance of each of these cells from the nearest feature of interest—in this
case, open space or MBTA train station. This process would account for all of
the cells covering the study area, thus statistically resembling a 100%
dataset.
The second concern guiding the selection of variables in this paper
was ensuring that the variables reflected those being utilized in the
prevailing neighborhood effects literature. Additionally, these variables
would ideally be representative of the various disciplines included in this
literature. For example, the variables “land value per square foot,” “structure
value per gross area of structure” and “business revenue” are rooted in
gentrification studies and are often used as descriptors of the urban fabric
(Walks and Maaranen, 2008; Anderson et al, 2005; Duxbury and Jantz, 2012).
The remaining distance variables were included to reflect an array of public
health topics including walkability studies and transportation analysis
(Kessel et al, 2009; Groenewegen et al., 2006; Hillsdon et al., 2006;
Konstantinos et al., 2007). Traditional neighborhood effects studies have
relied heavily on socioeconomic and demographic indicators. However, while
this information is readily available from the Census Bureau’s American
Community Survey, this would be incompatible with the requirement of a
100% dataset.
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Additionally, to maximize the analytical relevance of the experiment it
was also beneficial to select variables with limited covariance. These
variables were also selected in hopes that the anticipated relationships
would not mimic each other. That is, it is expected that these variables will
display different patterns of variance across the study area.
There are some noteworthy patterns in the indicator maps that will
be relevant to the analysis. Consider for example, the maps of the two
distance variables. Since the locations of open space are more dispersed
across the study area, distance to open space is more uniform across the map
than is distance from MBTA stations. Conversely, Distance to MBTA Station is
frequently shortest (darkest) in areas where population density can be
expected to be highest. The map of business revenue demonstrates that the
distribution of businesses is fairly even across the study area. The maps for
land value per square foot and structure value per gross area follow a similar
distribution, with the highest values being centered in the Downtown,
Chinatown and Back Bay areas. However, structure value per gross area
contains more areas with values in the top quintile, most notably Logan
Airport in East Boston
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Research Participants
It is popular practice in neighborhood effects studies to attach
individual research participants to the census statistics of their tracts, and
code these participants by the values of these statistics (Frank et al., 2006;
Saelens et al., 2003); Lee et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). I simulate this
process by, first generating a set of a hundred random points to represent
hypothetical research participants in the study area. Then I attached the
aggregated neighborhood indicator values from each neighborhood
configuration to the participants. The purpose is to determine whether the
neighborhood characteristics for any given research participant varies
between the different configurations of spatial units.

Comparisons
Having aggregated the indicator values by neighborhood unit for each
of the five neighborhood configurations, I compared these averages to show
the extent to which different zoning schemes can yield different results in
analysis. Because of its ubiquity in the literature, the aggregated variable
values for census tracts were utilized as a baseline for the two main
comparisons in the analysis. The first looks at the percent difference of
aggregated neighborhood values compared to census tracts, and the second
considers the percent difference of median participant values by
neighborhood compared to participant values by census tracts.
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I hypothesize that the five neighborhood configurations will yield
notable differences in the aggregated values of neighborhood variables. I
expect that while different indicators will display different patterns of
variance across the different approaches, each will vary appreciably. For the
study participants, I hypothesize the differences in the median measures for
each variable will also be notable. This is because the zoning schemes utilized
by the four neighborhood configurations in this paper are distinct enough to
have a noticeable effect on the arrangement of the data. I expect the inverse
relationship between scale and variance—variance will decrease as scale
increases—to hold true across all the indicators.
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Results and Discussion
Introduction
The chapter that follows discusses the results of the two sets of
comparisons in greater detail. The first section of this chapter argues for an
existence of the scale effect by exploring patterns in the standard deviations
of the variables’ average values. The remaining two sections of the chapter
focus on the zone effect. The first shows the results of the aggregated
neighborhood variables and identifies some patterns in those results. The
second shows the results in the participant values by neighborhood
compared to participant values by census tracts. While these sections offer
some potential explanations for the patterns that are observed, these are
speculations and would require further research to validate. The scope of
this paper is limited to showing that these differences exist and
demonstrating the magnitude of difference, and does not attempt to explain
the influences that drive the shape that these differences take. The results
will be presented in charts and tables in this chapter; the individual maps can
be viewed in the appendix.

Scale Effect: The Neighborhood Comparison
Table 2 presents descriptive statistics of the five indicator variables
for the four primary neighborhood configurations, plus Census Blocks and
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Census Block groups. Since census geographies are nested—blocks form
block groups, which in turn form tracts, the additional two census
geographies are included to aid in visualizing the scale effect of the MAUP.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Neighborhood Variables for Different Areal Unit Definitions

Units in study area
Assessed land value
per square foot
(dollars/sq. ft.)
Assessed structure
value per gross area
(dollars/sq. ft.)
Distance from open
space
(feet)
Distance from
MBTA station
(feet)
Business revenue
(1000 dollars)

Avg.

Grid Areal
Unit
252
153

Thiessen
Polygons
129
160

Planning
Districts
17
303

Census Geographies
Tracts
Block
Groups
178
556
261
248

Range
St. Dev
Avg.

2,680
247
92

4,665
217
76

30,083
373
104

3,559
362
100

1,717
376
101

320
1,198
66

Range
St. Dev
Avg.

854
195
475

1,349
55
446

6,274
85
472

1,198
85
412

605
115
438

141
139
438

Range
St. Dev
Avg.

1,108
561
11,487

1,398
358
4,405

2,220
364
4,599

1,171
296
3,396

919
308
1,085

352
434
1,223

Range
St. Dev
Avg.

2,535
5,165
1,829,222

3,715
4,302
1,661,335

8,205
4,960
1,933,786

3,098
3,629
1,640,992

546
1,157
1,367,483

153
1,347
1,010,271

Range
St. Dev

138,167
2,927

237,856,
1,860

1,422,933
1,457

188,401
2,481

69,369
2,168

7,440
21,123

Blocks
7,351
181

Note that the standard deviation of the indicator variables displayed
in Table 2 generally decrease as the scale decreases. This is consistent with
the smoothing effect discussed earlier and lends support to the existence of
the scale effect. The exceptions are the standard deviations associated with
the variables “Distance from MBTA Train Station” and “Business Revenue.”
The likely explanation for this exception is found in the distribution of the
data for these two variables. The data for Distance from MBTA Station is
distributed in a focused pattern across the study area. Similarly, a map of
business revenue per square mile (not shown) would reveal the highest
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concentrations of revenue is found downtown in the Fenway/Kenmore, Back
Bay/Beacon Hill and Central planning districts. These patterns would persist
regardless of levels of aggregation, and would mask the existence of a scale
effect. For example, whether they are aggregated at the block, block group or
tract level, most of the areas in Hyde Park and West Roxbury are still 25008800 feet from the nearest MBTA train station.
Comparing the results of the indicator maps in terms of zonal
differences, it is evident that for some areas, neighborhood configuration
makes a drastic difference. Consider average structure value per gross area
of structure for example (Appendix: Section 2). Average structure value per
gross area for the Roxbury, Mattapan and South Dorchester areas ranges
from 0-83, 1-88 and 4-66 dollars/square foot in the grid areal unit, census
tract and Thiessen Polygon configurations respectively. However, this
variance is lost in the BRA configuration, which lumps that entire area into
the bottom quintile with a range of 0-52 dollars/square foot. Similar
patterns, where nuances in variable distribution are lost because of differing
data aggregations, can be observed for all four indicator variables. Most
notably this occurs with land value in West Roxbury, Hyde Park and East
Boston (Appendix: Section 1), for distance to MBTA train station in East
Boston, South Boston and North/South Dorchester (Appendix: Section 4),
with open space in Jamaica Plain, Roslindale and West Roxbury (Appendix:
Section 3), and for business revenue in all areas south of South Boston
(Appendix: Section 5).
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Zone Effect: The Neighborhood Comparison
Since census geographies are prominent proxies for the neighborhood
in the literature, Table 3 displays the percent difference in descriptive
statistics of the indicator variables for the different neighborhood
configurations compared to those of the census tract geography. Figure 2
(graph) displays the percent difference in average values for the indicator
variables in chart form.

Table 3: Percentage Difference of Average Neighborhood Values Compared to Census Tracts
Grid
Areal
Unit
Assessed land value
per square foot
(in Dollars/sq.
foot)
Assessed structure
value per gross area
(in Dollars/sq.
foot)
Distance from open
space
(in feet)
Distance from
MBTA station
(in feet)
Business Revenue
(dollars)

Thiessen
Polygons

Planning
Districts

Census
Block
Groups

Census Blocks

Average
-41.39%

-38.51%

16.10%

-5.00%

-30.80%

-24.69%
-31.67%

31.08%
-40.04%

745.34%
3.03%

-51.75%
4.03%

-91.02%
231.20%

-8.31%

-24.74%

3.61%

0.27%

-34.40%

-28.70%
127.97%

12.54%
-35.79%

423.57%
-0.83%

-49.49%
34.79%

-88.22%
63.13%

15.27%
-5.31%
89.66%

8.29%
19.42%
21.24%

14.62%
89.62%
22.98%

6.21%
-21.45%
4.33%

6.35%
-69.90%
46.91%

238.28%
-18.18%
42.33%
11.47%
-26.66%
17.97%

29.73%
19.91%
18.53%
1.24%
26.25%
-25.01%

35.44%
164.83%
36.66%
17.84%
655.26%
-41.26%

-68.04%
-82.39%
-68.13%
-16.67%
-63.18%
-12.60%

-63.98%
-95.05%
-62.87%
-38.44%
-96.05%
751.20%

Range
St. Dev
Average
Range
St. Dev
Average
Range
St. Dev
Average
Range
St. Dev
Average
Range
St. Dev
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Figure 2: Percent difference of aggregated indicator values by neighborhood compared to indicator values by census
tract

Together, these two figures show consistent and, in some cases,
drastic differences between each areal unit delineation and the census tract
delineation. Furthermore, they suggest additional evidence in support of the
relevance of neighborhood configuration. Additionally, there are patterns of
variation that can shed some light on how the neighborhoods as spatial units
interact with the data. Firstly, average distance from MBTA stations varies
exceptionally for Grid Areal Units compared to Census Tracts. Secondly,
Thiessen Polygon values tend to vary the least from Census Tract values. I
will address each pattern individually.
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First, Census Tracts were designed to be homogenous in regards to
demographic statistics. The sizes of these tracts would reflect population
density, thus the tracts are smaller in size in higher density areas. Since,
MBTA station locations would be designed to service more densely
populated areas, and there are more tracts around MBTA station nodes, then
we can expect that Census Tracts would on average have lower values for
distance to MBTA. Since the Grid Areal Units are of equal sizes, their average
values would show much greater variance from census tract values because
they do not share this tendency to cluster around MBTA station nodes. The
opposite would hold true for Distance from Open Space. Since open space is
distributed more evenly and independently of demographic indicators such
as population density, the data will not display a similar tendency to cluster.
Furthermore, because of this more even distribution, we can expect there to
be less variance across the average values for all neighborhood types.
Business Revenue shows a similar pattern of variance as Distance from Open
Space for similar reasons. This chart suggests that, in general, if the units in a
neighborhood configuration tend towards homogeneity, then that
neighborhood configuration will have less variation from Census Tract
values for indicators that also tend towards homogeneity.
Second, it is notable that the values for Thiessen Polygons vary the
least from Census Tracts for three of the four variables. The source of this
pattern is rooted in the elements included in the creation of the two
neighborhood configurations. Thiessen Polygon boundaries were centered
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on public schools, the locations of which are likely anchored to
socioeconomic patterns. These patterns would reflect the socioeconomic
homogeneity that was attempted in drawing the boundaries of census tracts.
However, this pattern does not extend to averages for land value and
structure value. This could be because, while Thiessen Polygons and Census
Tracts are likely correlated, land value and structure value display enough
independence from socioeconomic values to counter this correlation.

Zone Effect: The Participant Comparison
Table 4 displays the ranges of percent difference in median
participant values for the five indicator variables by neighborhood,
compared to participant values by census tracts.
Reviewing the table, it becomes apparent that for each neighborhood
configuration the indicator values associated with each participant varies
consistently with respect to the census tract values for these participants.
The point is well made looking at the median percent differences displayed in
Figure 3, but exploring the data ranges from Table 4 in detail reveal that in
some cases, the differences are quite dramatic. A review of the raw data (not
shown) reveals that none of the individual participants had a value of zero
for percent difference for median values compared to census tracts for any of
the neighborhood configurations.
Figure 3 displays the percent difference in median participant values
for all neighborhood configurations compared to median participant values
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by census tract. Much like with Figure 2, certain patterns of variance can be
observed in the data. However, these patterns are less substantive. Since the
participants are randomized points, it is likely that different patterns would
be observed for any different set of randomized points.

Table 4: Percent Difference of Median Participant Values Compared to Census Tracts
Grid Areal Unit
(%)1

Thiessen Polygon
(%)2

Planning Districts
(%)2

Median assessed land value per square foot2

16

19

19

1st quartile

-100 to -20

-95 to -34

-99 to -37

2nd quartile

-19 to 15

-33 to 19

-36 to 18

3rd quartile

16 to 125

20 to 231

19 to 365

4th quartile

126 to 12,043

232 to 6,249

366 to 9,790

Median assessed structure value per gross area

7

23

34

1st quartile

-100 to -35

-81 to -32

-100 to -38

2nd quartile

-34 to 7

-31 to 22

-37 to 34

3rd quartile

8 to 78

23 to 76

35 to 100

4th quartile

79 to 690

77 to 605

101 to 346

Median distance from open space

-22

4

6

1st quartile

-100 to -53

-91 to -48

-89 to -36

2nd quartile

-52 to 23

-47 to 4

-35 to 9

3rd quartile

-22 to 59

5 to 87

10 to 111

4th quartile

60 to 4564

88 to 17,138

112 to 28, 283

Median distance from transportation node

0

9

-6

1st quartile

-93 to -61

-95 to -44

-94 to -58

2nd quartile

-60 to -1

-43 to 9

-57 to -6

3rd quartile

0 to 93

10 to 137

-5 to 358

4th quartile

94 to 4241

138 to 1,135

359 to 2,523

Median business revenue/sales

-17

16

-2

1st quartile

-100 to -66

-98 to -49

-575 to -54

2nd quartile

-65 to -17

-48 to 18

-53 to -4

3rd quartile

-16 to 86

19 to 115

-3 to 66

4th quartile

87 to 3566

116 to 1,077

67 to 254

These percent differences were obtained by first calculating the differences from census tract values for each
individual participant, and reporting the median value from that set of differences.
2 The numbers in these columns are the ranges of percent differences for participants from the contract values
displayed in quartiles.
1
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Figure 3: Percent difference of median participant values by neighborhood compared to median participant values
by census tract

It is common in neighborhood effects research to code individual
research participants to the census statistics of their tracts (Frank et al.,
2006; Saelens et al., 2003); Lee et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007). However,
there is some evidence to suggest tthat
hat policy decisions based on conclusions
drawn from this research design may be spurious. Consider, for example,
Participant A located in the West Roxbury Area (highlighted in the following
maps with a blue arrow)
arrow). This participant’s neighborhood can be
characterized
haracterized differently, depending on which neighborhood configuration is
utilized.
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For example, compare the range of values for land value, structure value and
business revenue for Participant A in the grid areal units to the range of
values of these variables in the census tract configuration. For the grid areal
unit configuration, the ranges are 3-47 dollars/sq. foot, 1-48 dollars/sq. foot,
and $0 for land value, structure value and business revenue respectively.
Under the census tracts, the ranges are 63-82 dollars/sq. foot, 60-83
dollars/sq. foot, and $39.3 million-$79.7 million for land value, structure
value and business revenue respectively.
The preceding example along with Table 4 lends support to two
conclusions. First, different zonal schemes can have a noticeable impact on
the outcomes of analysis. Second, there is good reason to continue to
consider alternatives to census geographies as proxies for neighborhood
units.
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Conclusions
The preceding analysis lends support to my claim that the MAUP
exists in neighborhood effects research. The scale effect of the MAUP is
evidenced by the fact that the standard deviations in Table 2 generally
decrease in magnitude as the spatial units decrease in number and increase
in size. Evidence for the zone effect of the MAUP can be found in Figure 2 and
Figure 3. The percent differences in aggregated indicator values between the
census tracts and the other areal units are consistent, ranging from -41% to
238%. The percent differences between census tracts and grid areal units are
especially telling since the grid’s cell sizes were designed to have units of
similar sizes on average. The consistent percent differences in median
participant values from Figure 3, and the dramatic ranges of these
differences also lend support to the existence of a zone effect. I can confirm
my hypothesis that neighborhood shape and size make considerable
differences in determining neighborhood characteristics, and any analysis to
be derived from these characteristics.
If researchers intend to determine whether neighborhood effects
matter, it is necessary to first observe that how neighborhoods are defined
also matter. Neighborhood shape and size make considerable differences in
characterization of an area’s urban fabric. However, there remains a need for
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further investigation into the cause of these differences. The MAUP needs to
be seriously addressed in neighborhood effects studies.

Recommendations for Further Research
Improving methodologies to accommodate the MAUP is critical to
advancing an understanding of the relevance of neighborhoods as spatial
units. Modifiable areal units are problematic only if they are arbitrary. If
there is a hypothesis about the linkages between neighborhood indicators
and the outcomes being investigated, then the areal units should be defined
according to that hypothesis (Haynes et al, 2007; Viegas and Martinez, 2008).
With careful choice of scale and zoning schemes, the impact of the MAUP can
be managed, if not eliminated. There is an additional need for sensitivity
analysis to identify how much variables of interest in the neighborhood
effects literature, particularly SES indicators, are affected by different
boundary configurations.
Drawing thoughtful spatial units likely begins with an understanding
of the conceptual and operational definitions of neighborhood. Zhang and
Kukadia (2005) recommend more research on the spatial extent to which
people interact with their physical environment and each other. They
acknowledge the importance of defining neighborhoods conceptually and
spatially, arguing that once a spatial unit is behaviorally defined, its
boundaries become non-modifiable. With non-modifiable boundaries, the
MAUP no longer exists.
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There is no consensus around which approach to delineating an
operational definition of neighborhood is preferable, nor does this paper
suppose to recommend one. Ultimately, decisions about the size and shape of
spatial units in study design need be tailored to the purposes of the research
and reflective of a theory or hypothesis on what scale the relationships of
interest are expected to be observed. Understanding the MAUP and making
methodological accommodations for its effects will put researchers in a
better position to continue exploring the links between neighborhood effects
and individual outcomes. This will in turn better inform public policy
decisions that are drawn from this research.
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